How to navigate
software-defined
storage as an MSP
The ultimate guide to software-defined
storage, for the modern-day Managed
Service Provider

What you’ll find in this guide
• An overview of software-defined storage (SDS)
• A deep dive into the key features of SDS that offer value to
Managed Service Providers (MSPs) and internal Service
Providers (SPs)
• An introduction to Ceph, the leading open-source SDS software
• A review of SoftIron’s HyperDrive storage solution, purposebuilt to optimize Ceph
If you’re responsible for even a small part of an MSP operation today, it’s highly likely that
your data center infrastructure - and how to optimize it for success - is on your radar. To help
ease the journey of discovery, assessment and implementation of an SDS strategy in your
organization, we’ve compiled some of the top challenges that Managed Service Providers
face in their day-to-day, and explain how software-defined storage can assist in addressing
them. From catering to increasing - and varied - customer demands, streamlining day-to-day
operations and saving money, we’re sure you’ll find help with what you’re looking for here. We
also share some insights into what we consider the best SDS solution out there: Ceph.
While we mostly refer to Managed Service Providers here, all this advice also applies to
internal ICT service providers. Whether your customers are a collection of small-to-medium
organizations, or the business unit stakeholders of a global company, it’s worth your time to look
at the advantages offered by an SDS approach.

Why listen to us?
Because we’ve been listening, too - to the industry, to developers, and to customers. And what
we’ve learned is that open-source SDS can make the difference between a dying, inflexible
business model, and one that can adapt, grow and thrive. In fact, we’re so convinced that we
built our own business around it.

The ultimate guide to software-defined
storage, for the modern-day Managed
Service Provider
Canalys’ 2020-2023 market forecast anticipates
spending on managed services growing at 15%
per year.
- Canalys: The channel embraces IT-as-a-service

More and more businesses, particularly in the wake of COVID-19, are shifting their business
models, pivoting to increased utilization of remote work as part of daily operations, and
embracing hybrid cloud storage solutions.
Demand for MSP services continues to increase, and many MSPs are looking at how they
can tailor their offerings to make the most of a growing market. As we brace and plan
for disruption, so too should we be looking for opportunities to build resilience, automate
routine processes, and grow revenues. However, these opportunities bring their own set of
challenges to the table, and MSPs need to consider their strategy carefully in order to remain
agile, competitive and effective.
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What customer demands are you facing?
MSP Needs
MSP Needs
Efficient operations
Skilled staff
Reliable, flexible and
scalable infrastructure
Simple software
management

Customer
Demands
Customer
Demands
Automation and standardization
through artificial intelligence and
machine learning
Support for increasingly complex
operating environments
Hybrid storage solutions
Secure but simple access channels

Secure systems

A wide variety of SLAs, sometimes
varying between business units
Transparent subscription models

The SDS Basics
SDS is a storage architecture that separates your storage software from its hardware,
allowing you to install what you want, where you want it. Dependence on proprietary
hardware is replaced by freedom to tailor a custom solution that matches your needs. And,
as your needs - and the needs of your customers - change, you have the ability to add,
remove and replace hardware from a variety of providers at your will.
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Have you ever been trapped in an endless
cycle of en masse hardware acquisition?

Massive hardware
acquisition

Buy a few years of
support from vendor

No capacity to expand or
maintain your deployment

Discover product line
has been discontinued

Vendor ceases support for your
hardware or support costs skyrocket

This is just one of the cycles both MSPs and internal ICT service providers can find themselves going
through every three to five years. And it’s an expensive one.

Gone are the days of having to rely solely on a proprietary vendor’s inflexible solution. Now,
when you reach a point where you need to replace hardware or scale out, you don’t need to
ensure everything is from the same product line from the same vendor. The flexibility of SDS
saves money, time, and dependency on the whims and fortunes of your hardware vendor.
SDS is also perfectly positioned to offer hybrid cloud solutions to clients, as it can create a unified
storage volume from cloud-based resources, virtual servers, external disk systems and more.

Gartner reports that by 2024, 50% of the global
storage capacity will be deployed as softwaredefined storage (SDS) on-premises or on the public
cloud. That’s up from less than 15% in 2020!
Gartner, 2020 Strategic Roadmap for Storage, July 2020

MSP infrastructure and operations leaders are paying attention: SDS allows for resilience,
flexibility and, with Ceph, infinite scalability.
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Six things to expect from a
quality SDS solution
Automation of server
management tasks

An application programming
interface (API)

Simplified management keeps
costs down.

Facilitates management and
maintenance of storage devices
and services.

Block, file and object storage

Scalability

Virtualized data paths allow
for unified storage volumes,
defined to suit you.

Scale up, out and down, fast,
without impeding performance.

Vendor neutrality

Monitoring of system
health and storage use

Choose the hardware that suits
your needs.
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Ensure performance is maintained
and data is preserved.
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The difference SDS makes
Before Software-Defined Storage
Isolated storage capacity across unlike storage systems creates rigidity and performance bottlenecks

APPLICATIONS

STORAGE TIERS
Half capacity

Capacity limit
reached

Near capacity
limit

Free storage
space

Used
capacity

After Software-Defined Storage
Software-defined storage enables better agility, scalability and resilience

APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE-DEFINED STORAGE

STORAGE TIERS
Used
capacity

Centrally managed storage pool

Balance capacity uniformly

There are a variety of SDS options out there, both proprietary and open-source.
Here at SoftIron, we recognized one that stood out from all the rest - Ceph.
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Ceph: the leading open-source SDS
There’s a reason why organizations with high-performance computing demands like
Sandia National Laboratories and CERN use Ceph - it has had these needs in mind from the
start. First developed in 2003 by Sage Weil at the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC),
Ceph is up to the task of everything from underpinning efforts to ensuring the safety, security,
and effectiveness of the U.S. nuclear stockpile, to unlocking the secrets of the universe.

Read more about how Sandia National Laboratories selected SoftIron’s storage solution for their
Stria High Performance Computing Cluster.

But it’s not just government agencies and supercomputing science research facilities that
can benefit from using Ceph. Any organization that places value on flexibility, scalability,
data security, reliable backups and high performance with low overheads will find what
they are looking for.
Ceph’s foundation is its decentralized stateless RADOS Gateway Service, which scales
horizontally to maximise performance. All user-facing Ceph services are layered on top of
this framework, focused on maximising data durability and availability. Essentially, RADOS
ensures that data (and copies of that data) is spread across defined failure zones - meaning
that performance is preserved even with the failure of a drive, or loss of power to an
entire server rack.
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Another feature unique to Ceph is the CRUSH
algorithm, which frees up processor time by
removing the need for individual clients to query a
central database to work out where the data they
wish to access is stored.
Instead, CRUSH works with cluster state maps to generate a set of rules that determine how
data is stored and retrieved. When the cluster changes, either intentionally or due to a fault,
these rules will dynamically adjust and re-sync with clients. By taking this approach, cluster
traffic is reduced, and the cluster as a whole is more resilient and adaptable.
If that’s not enough, there are also the benefits that come with running an open-source
solution: your licenses never expire, you always have access to the latest releases, and the
code is there for you to see in full. You have complete control over your cluster’s future, and
can customize it to your heart’s content.
And of course, there’s the fact that you can perform hardware maintenance, update
firmware, swap drives in and out of a cluster and more with Ceph ensuring that clients
don’t notice a thing.

Ceph’s many strengths
Resilience

Scalability

Adaptability

Reduced TCO

Unified storage

Performance gains

Freedom from vendor lock-in
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So how does SDS
positively impact MSPs?
Here are seven common challenges that
MSPs and internal ICT service providers can
face, and some insight into how using an SDS
like Ceph can help.

Challenge 1

Disaggregating your hardware and
software platforms
Expensive and complex infrastructure, coupled with inflexible or unhelpful support programs,
can make it difficult for MSPs to respond quickly or adapt to rapidly changing market
conditions and customer demands. If you’re a service provider trying to build an architecture
that maximizes flexibility, then you’re likely to have set a design goal to disaggregate your
hardware and software, and so a “software-defined” approach immediately checks this box.
SoftIron’s HyperDrive solution offers the best of both worlds: yes, we provide and support
both the hardware and the software, but because it’s run on Ceph, you still have the ability
to return to a disaggregated approach if you wish, ..without a fundamental change in your
software defined storage layer.
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Challenge 2

Resilience and scalability
When your entire business relies on the quality of your service and adherence to customer
SLAs, then the resilience of your chosen architecture is crucial. Particularly as more and more
businesses look to AI and machine learning to automate basic operations and free up staff to
generate the value that can only be created with a human touch.
SDS, and in particular Ceph, again, scores well here with its inherent resilience due to the
way in which it distributes and replicates data, ensuring no single point of failure. As the
number of customers scale and the demands increase, the linear nature by which it allows
more nodes to be added is ideal, scaling performance linearly - and to infinity - as required.
SoftIron supports both HyperDrive hardware and Ceph software, so even if you encounter
challenges with scaling your infrastructure, you have the peace of mind that help is just a
single phone call away.

Since when did
software-defined
mean that hardware
doesn’t matter?
While SDS allows total freedom in your
selection of hardware, it’s a mistake to think
that this means your choice of hardware
doesn’t impact the performance and
reliability of your cluster. A high-availability,
resilient architecture needs tight alignment
between the hardware and software
layers – something unachievable with
“bare metal” appliances running opensource software on them. For example;
the replacement of failed drives needs to
be fast, painless, and be achieved with no
service disruption.
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This is where SoftIron comes in. Our
task-specific approach allows granular
levels of control, enabling us, for example,
help data centre engineers on the floor
visually locate the exact caddy and
specific drive that require attention, and
signal Ceph that a change is about to take
place, stopping Ceph from reconfiguring
when the caddy of drives is temporarily
“lost”. When your hardware and software
“layers” aren’t talking to each other, you’ll
never get this level of integration. And
thanks to the nature of Ceph, there’s no
lock-in: you can choose to mix or remove
our hardware from your cluster as your
priorities change.
And thanks to the nature of Ceph, there’s
no lock-in: you can choose to mix or
remove our hardware from your cluster as
your priorities change.
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Challenge 3

Getting value from all the tools in your
“Swiss Army Knife”
It’s common for service providers to want to offer a variety of services ranging from
backup and disaster recovery, to coverage for “burst” capability when demand quickly
escalates and data orchestration across different deployment scenarios fluctuates. SDS in
itself will allow for greater flexibility, and you can go even further by choosing Ceph, which
possesses a “swiss army knife” ability to handle multiple scenarios and linear scalability.
Of course, with so many tools and options, it can be daunting when seeking ways to
simplify Ceph adoption at scale. This is something we happen to excel in - our storage
appliances and integrated management tool are developed specifically to help you adopt
and optimize Ceph’s most powerful features, simplifying the management of Ceph, and
enabling service providers to build file, block and object service-based offerings into their
portfolio, off a single infrastructure.
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Challenge 4

Financial margins
Many organizations turn to open source, software-defined
storage and choose to run it on commodity hardware under
the illusion that this will save them money. In theory, this is
achievable, but only with an extraordinary set of specialist skills
that can adapt and accommodate adoption of the technology at
scale, as the organization grows.
In reality, the long term impacts of a short-sighted solution can be debilitating as demand
and scale begin to oustrip your in-house skillset, and racks of inefficient hardware begin to
take a toll on your real estate and power footprint.
By opting for optimized and efficient hardware such as SoftIron’s HyperDrive, and tools that
help bridge skill gaps and enable enterprise-wide adoption of advanced software, savings
with SDS can indeed be made. Intuitive monitoring and management products like SoftIron’s
HyperDrive Storage Manager also aid this function, allowing MSPs to remotely troubleshoot
and remediate issues with appliances and storage clusters - lowering the skill barrier and
saving untold man-hours.
Because Ceph supports block, file and object storage requirements, MSP’s can rely on a
single infrastructure to service the many varied needs of their customers, eliminating the
need to support multiple, fragmented technologies and further streamlining their operations,
which all have a positive impact on the bottom line.
Naturally, we’re biased, but we believe our competitive pricing and PAYG subscriptionstyle contracts also make a software-defined solution an excellent move for your ongoing
financial margins.
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Challenge 5

Security
A core concern of any customer and their MSP is the security of the operation. While Ceph
has several inherent, robust security features, these are amplified when coupled with
SoftIron’s HyperDrive solution due to our promise of Secure Provenance.
Inactive data which is physically stored on persistent storage such as disks and databases known as “data at rest” is vulnerable to malicious threats like data theft or corruption when
physical access to the storage hardware is obtained. One of the ways to protect this data is
encryption, which Ceph supports out-of-the-box.
While SDS does indeed allow you to choose a hardware vendor you can trust - we caution
the basis of that trust. The commoditization of cheap hardware has created a vast,
international supply chain so complex it is difficult to track the path of individual components,
circuitry and even firmware. The only true way to have confidence in the products you install
in your racks is to have complete transparency into what is inside the box.
SoftIron is the only vendor actually doing something positive to mitigate this type of risk.
Specifically, we compile all code (including firmware) from source, can inspect (and allow
select customers to inspect) every line of that code, manufacture in our own facility in
the USA and can prove the provenance of every single component. If you have complete
transparency into the end product, then you have the ability to verify every aspect of the
product for yourself. This is the way it should be for all vendors, especially those delivering
into sensitive and/or critical environments.

Challenge 6

Subscription models
The value of digital communications and remote work is better valued and more acceptable
than ever before and as such, being able to offer multiple, “as-a-service” offerings is
naturally a lucrative option for MSPs today. The flexible, scalable nature of Ceph, can help
support a subscription-based business model by allowing the organization to cater to - and
set competitive pricing for - a range of services, which delivers a reliable, ongoing monthly
recurring revenue (MRR) stream.
At SoftIron, our HyperDrive storage platform is also sold on a subscription basis, enabling
MSPs to grow at the same rate as their customers. We can support your growth - predictable
or otherwise - and provide massive scalability without forklift upgrades and prohibitive
upfront CAPEX costs.

Challenge 7

Automation and standardization
Workflow automation and standardization frees up staff from support, provisioning, billing,
and basic operations. Automation may become one of the key drivers of scale in the coming
years, requiring providers to be in a position to provide flexible, stable services.
In order to do this, businesses will need to be able to scale rapidly as demand increases - and
scaling out is not always a straightforward task. Enter Ceph, once more - the SDS that makes
scaling out a foundational element of its entire approach to storage.
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Questions to ask your
SDS vendor
While we are firm believers in the power and
flexibility of Ceph, there are certainly other
SDS options out there. When assessing which
SDS approach will be the best fit for your
business, consider these questions.

Is your solution interoperable with my
current estate?
Some SDS solutions, such as Ceph, allow a mixture of storage devices, others will
only run on proprietary hardware (sometimes, only on specific models of that
proprietary hardware).
SoftIron’s HyperDrive storage platform interoperates with any other solution
running Ceph. This means you can build a cost-effective data center that truly
scales in both capacity and throughput. HyperDrive is custom-built to optimize the
performance and management of Ceph and easily handles object, block, and file,
a flexibility that separates it from other software-defined storage choices.

Do you offer end-to-end support?
If you do choose a SDS which involves lock-in to a specific hardware and software
vendor, be sure that you have a clear support agreement outlining how they will
assist with the solution.
Because we control the entire design and build process, we offer end-to-end
support of the full HyperDrive technology stack, both the hardware and the
software. In addition to substantial cost and performance benefits, you no longer
need to deal with multiple vendors.

What are the recurring fees I need to be aware of?
These include licensing fees, hardware fees, upgrade fees and support fees.
With HyperDrive, we’ve eliminated expensive contracts and steep upfront capital
outlays. SoftIron provides a pay-as-you-go pricing model designed to reduce
the need for expensive capital outlays and align the acquisition cost to revenue
generation. Plus, there are no additional license fees for specific features like
most proprietary solutions. You’ll get scale-out software-defined storage for a low
monthly payment from less than 1 cent per GB per month. SoftIron is also happy to
accept capital outright purchase as an alternative to pay-as-you-go.
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Am I locked in to your contract?
Most proprietary vendors operate on fixed, long term contracts with draconian
clauses that prevent changes. The result being that the cost of switching to a
different vendor could be so high that you’re essentially stuck with the original
vendor, even if their solution no longer works for you or their support drops off.
Be certain you know the exact terms of your contract.
Because our solution is based on open-source Ceph, you’re not locked into our
software or hardware architecturally, and you could migrate to another Ceph
based solution if you wanted to, without losing your existing investment. Meaning
world-class service and customer support is a crucial, ongoing priority for us.

How does your solution deliver better total cost of
ownership (TCO)?
It’s worth exploring all the different ways a solution might address TCO. A lower
upfront cost might be off-set with expensive support, ongoing license fees, or
even hardware power requirements that impact power bills. Specialist skill sets
required to operate your solution can also impact the bottom line over time.
At SoftIron, we address TCO across the board to deliver value for money on
every aspect. A low cost per/TB, coupled with highly efficient appliances and a
single-source of support for hardware and software, deliver ongoing savings.
HyperDrive Storage Manager simplifies the management of Ceph by uniquely
integrating software management tasks with HyperDrive hardware, saving time,
reducing complexity and eliminating the need for multiple, expensive skill sets.

Is your solution energy-efficient?
An optimized appliance won’t just save you money in terms of electricity, but also
in cooling costs.
HyperDrive is 5x more energy efficient than current market-leading appliances,
reducing energy and power usage by as much as 80% and producing as little
as 20% of the heat compared to legacy storage hardware, allowing for greater
density to free up floor space and dramatically improving hardware and drive
reliability due to “heat exhaustion.”
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We believe there’s no better platform to run
Ceph than SoftIron’s HyperDrive appliances.
We like to say we asked Ceph what it wanted, and then created
a superior piece of hardware from scratch to address those
needs, purpose-building it to optimize Ceph’s unique attributes.
We do not compile our hardware from generic, off-the-shelf
components. Our HyperDrive appliances are designed and built
to do one thing, and one thing only: storage.
The outcome? Industry-redefining results across all critical metrics, including
performance, density, efficiency, capacity, heat emission, and security - effectively
changing the data center infrastructure blueprint for good.

Read more about four different
approaches to software-defined
storage, and why SoftIron’s taskspecific solution delivers the best
of everything.
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We take the headaches out of
managing your cluster
Our HyperDrive Storage Manager is the first of its kind: a sleek, intuitive online interface that
radically reduces the overheads of Ceph software and storage hardware management.
Because we’ve purpose-built the hardware, we can achieve granular levels of insight that
no other storage vendor can match, allowing unprecedented control of your storage cluster.
Unite, monitor and control all your Ceph storage on one unified system.

We can show you everything
We made appliance security a priority from the outset. We not only control the entire
design and build process, but manufacture and assemble all products in-house, including
electronics subassemblies. As such, we can demonstrate the provenance of every product,
and open every component to detailed audit, from circuits to silicon and software. SoftIron is
the only manufacturer who can claim Secure Provenance, the bedrock of true security.

#designednotassembled
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Don’t just take our word for it take HyperDrive for a Test Drive
Is your data center being impacted by power and space
constraints? Is archaic and inflexible infrastructure adding
bottlenecks to your processing targets at the edge? Or, is
performance being hampered by legacy storage solutions
that are not keeping up with the complex and evolving
requirements of modern-day workloads?
Take HyperDrive for a test drive and discover what a secure,
task-specific storage solution can do for your organization.
Visit www.softiron.com for more information, or book a
discovery call to talk to one of our Solutions Architects at
bit.ly/SoftIronDemoRequest
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SoftIron® is the world-leader in taskspecific appliances for scale-out data
center solutions. Their superior, purposebuilt hardware is designed, developed and
assembled transparently, and they are the only
manufacturer to offer secure provenance.
SoftIron’s HyperDrive® software-defined,
enterprise storage portfolio runs at wire-speed
and is custom-designed to optimize Ceph.
HyperSwitch™ is their line of next-generation,
top-of-rack switches built to maximize the
performance and flexibility of SONiC.
HyperCast™, built on FFmpeg, is their highdensity, concurrent 4K transcoding solution,
for multi-screen, multi-format delivery.
SoftIron unlocks greater business value for
enterprises by delivering best-in-class products,
free from software and hardware lock-in.
For more information visit softIron.com
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